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Menti survey results
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• As a recent settler, I take a moment to recognise the land 
on which I talk, and how this influences our discussions

• I share from the Musqueam, Squamish and Tseleil-Waututh
territories – and in this story, we can recognise that this is 
both unceded Coast Salish Territory and the city of 
Vancouver.
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https://indigenous.ubc.ca/indigenous-engagement/musqueam-and-ubc/
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A sense of place…
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A sense of place…
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A sense of place…
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A sense of place & the feeling of inclusion

• Our own lived experiences are important, and so are the 
histories of power and privilege, especially as we consider 
2SLGBTQIA+ struggles to gain recognition, dignity, & equity

• These build upon the histories of our cultures, and how the 
Colonial-settler western-Europeans created, and sustained, 
so much damage across our societies

10
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The letters - 2SLGBTQIA+

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/21/style/lgbtq-gender-language.html

L = Lesbian

G = Gay

B = Bisexual

T = trans, 
(as different to cis)

Q = queer

I = Intersex

A = Asexual

P = Pansexual

NB = Non-binary (enby)

GNC = Gender nonconforming

Genderfluid, gender queer …

M./F.A.A.B = Male/female assigned at birth

+ = more, considering the overlap of 
gender identity and sexual orientation

2s = Two-spirit – a (relatively) modern term to 
link together first nations ideas that overlap with 
the LGBT+ (important re: indigeneity)

For those familiar to the SOGI (sexual orientation/gender identity) space, these letters can be familiar, 
but individual people will have ideas each word…

… based upon their lived experience
for allies, these letters can be intimidating (but please do learn about them!)

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/21/style/lgbtq-gender-language.html
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Context: Stonewall Riots

• LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans) uprising in 
response to a police raid

• June 28, 1969 in NYC (the Stonewall Inn)

• Gay Americans faced an anti-gay legal system

• Limited access to education, healthcare, jobs and more

• We had/continue to have similar issues in the Canada, 
the UK, and beyond

• Stonewall Riots were led by Black Trans Women

12
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ej82v0V1iIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ej82v0V1iIA
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Privilege
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What does “privilege” mean to you?

Menti.com – 9532 2555
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Understanding our privilege?
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Identity & Privilege
• To understand privilege we 

explore identity…
• Often via characteristics/classes

• (foolishly) binary or simple 
‘categories’

• often unfounded in reality

• Our understanding/identity/culture 
evolves

19

• Many of these are curated 
to sustain control

• i.e. ‘enable’ sorting

• Allocation of resource

• Continue the status quo… (the 
census is political!)

In EDI spaces -
Recognition of diversity often via (uncertain) proxies of visible status, with 
respect to the dominant group

Shifts the conversations to give power to the ‘haves’ 
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Privilege and intersectionality
• People are complex & have multiple aspects to their identities

• Reductionist approaches help people count

• Intersectionality coined by Prof Kimberlé Crenshaw, Columbia 
Law School in 1989 (!)

• Reflects intersecting social identities empower & sustain 
oppression
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For more reading:
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics” 
Kimberlé Crenshaw https://philpapers.org/archive/CREDTI.pdf
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersectionality

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersectionality#/media/File:Venn's_four_ellipse_construction.svg

“An intersectional analysis considers all the 

factors that apply to an individual in 

combination, rather than considering each 
factor in isolation.”

https://philpapers.org/archive/CREDTI.pdf
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersectionality
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Privilege and opportunity

• Are the privileged better? (ha, no)

• People who ‘fit’ into the privileged category (e.g. white men) 
may be good enough…

… BUT why are people not able to participate fairly?
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What is my Privilege?

• I am…
• White

• Male

• Cisgender

• Private school educated

• Born & working the global north

• Academic full time staff

• Able

• British / well spoken

• Still on good terms with family

• My ‘otherness’

• Queer/gay

• Neurodivergent

• (recent) Settler

Even this dissection of an individual 
favours the ‘majority’ aspects…

Human beings are a tapestry of identity, 
and STEM is hostile to hints of difference
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What barriers and obstacles exist?

• Individual vs systems based

• Inherited within a context 

• historical perspective → colonisation, historical religion, geopolitics, 
changing attitudes)

• Factors outside ‘our control’ → how do we create accommodations?

• Locked in → culture & systems

• How people behave vs how people ‘should behave’

• How professional are you?

23
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EDI – a dynamic journey, for everyone
• To support EDI – how do we build trust, 

understand priorities, and what’s our end goal?

• Care with categorisation

• gender → erasure of non-binary?

• BAME → erasure of Black issues?

• BIPOC → erasure of nuance / clustering of ‘other’?

• LGBT+ → erasure of B, (IAQ)+

• What about the intersection?

• Recognise that the journey is dynamic and we are 
still learning

24

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04893

https://twitter.com/carbonatefan/status/1284096753063661569

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04893
https://twitter.com/carbonatefan/status/1284096753063661569
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Meritocracy – ‘stick with the science’?
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Analysis by @jesswade

Limited data for LGBTQ+, TMS analysis not yet performed…
(note… based upon static, ‘visible’ minority status)
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Read the room

• In one room my “minority status” has an impact

• In the next, I’m just another white guy
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Privilege – is it static?

• If you are in difference spaces, does your (relative) privilege 
change?

in an 2SLGBTQ+ space, as a gay-white-man I am often 
in the majority…

… how does that change how I should consider my 
actions, my behaviour, and who I amplify/spend time with?

27
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Check yourself…
• Take a few moments to think about your journey and what barriers you have and 

have not had to overcome.

• How do you find/know about these barriers? 
#AreYouReallyListening #WhoAreYouListeningTo

• How does this change what you take for granted?

• How does this change your access to opportunity?

• How does this impact your ‘bad’ days (and set backs)?

28
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Power
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What does “power” mean to you?

Menti.com – 9532 2555
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We are the system
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We create power, we share power, 
we bow to power, we are oppressed by power

33

(we often don’t have a choice in this…)
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Drivers to make change

• Systems based problems

• International, 

• N America, US/Can/UK-wide, 

• HE-sector, 

• your University, 

• your research group, 

• your teaching group,

• your friendship group,

• your family…

34

• Solutions are created by people
• Context of power

• We won’t fix everything at once

• We will make mistakes

• People will have different 
priorities

• People have different access to 
resource & influence

• BUT the status quo is shit…
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Power

• What is power?

• The ability to effect change

• Persuading others

• Autonomy – being free to do what you want*?

• In academia, how do people get it?

• Credentials/qualifications

• Being hired, invited, and more…

*care with the minority tax…
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• “The majority of scientists holding positions of high power, influence, or 
rank in astronomy and planetary sciences do not hold minority 
identities.”

• There is a significant difference between the frequency of hearing 
negative remarks from LGBTQPAN women vs cis-straight-women, 
including homophobia, transphobia, and about religion or lack thereof.

• 62% of cisgender male respondents had heard sexist comments from 
their peers in the work environments. 78% of cisgender straight women. 
81% for LGBTQPAN women.
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Representation
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Speaking truth to power?

• Does everyone have free reign to do this?

• When do you have the power to do this?

e.g. I have tenure, I’m white, I’m a guy, I have been taught how the 
establishment works (private school), I have been taught to argue (Oxford)…

… BUT care to adhere to “nothing about us, without us”

amplify where possible, listen lots, these conversations are happening

40
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Methods to address power
• Power is cultural, and sustained by people via systems & (learned) societies

• We can create tools to help…

• Unionise (formal and informal) → 2SLGBTQ+ staff/student networks

• Policy → but creating policy is not an ACTION

• Anti harassment/anti discrimination enforcement & culture change

• Transparency in communication & decision making

• Audit distribution of power (representation!!! → a proxy assessment)

41
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Questioning power & 2SLGBTQ+

• Most conversations assume cis het norms

• Many activities/meetings/systems/approaches do not cater 
to “OTHER”

• If you are participating, considering whether you can force 
accommodations, e.g. an #AllyPledge

• For 2SLGBTQ+ issues, AND for other advantage/disadvantage

42
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Imposter syndrome
• Do I belong here?

• Society (broadly) has rejected 2SLGBTQ+ people
• It is getting ~better

• BUT there are lots of bigots amongst us, AND lots of passive 
actions that sustain inequality

• In academia, this continual “are you good enough” question and 
ALL THE GATES creates & sustains imposter syndrome

43
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Space
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Do 2SLGBTQ+ people have space in STEM?
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LGBT+ STEM Experience

• Significant evidence of 
widespread workplace 
experience inequalities for 
LGBT employees compared 
to non-LGBT colleagues [1]

• Uncorrelated with age, 
tenure, and demographic 
diversity

• Systematic inequalities for 
LGBTQ professionals in 
STEM [2]

[1] Cech and Pham Social Sciences 2017 https://dx.doi.org/10.3390/socsci6010012
[2] Cech and Waidzunas (2021) DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abe0933

47

https://dx.doi.org/10.3390/socsci6010012
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48Cech and Waidzunas (2021) DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abe0933

(the stick to the science crowd can stick it right now)
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Creating space & 
rebalancing power…
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What does “pride” mean to you?

Menti.com – 9532 2555
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• UK Charitable Trust 
• Founded in 2016, 

and led by Dr Alfredo Carpineti

• ‘Queer up science space’ & 
‘Science up queer spaces’

• Outthinkers, #LGBTSTEMDay, 
policy work, outreach +more

@PrideinSTEM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sy200FOXrMk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sy200FOXrMk
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Improving Culture
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Creating space
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Diversity, equality & inclusion
• Diversity without inclusion is not enough

• Inclusion without equality is not enough

• Stamp collecting can be fun, 
if you are collecting stamps

• Varies by field, work culture, social 
culture, intersectional approaches…

• Engage with Athena SWAN + Stonewall 
Diversity Champion

[1] Yoder and Matteis (2016) Journal of Homosexuality 60
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1. Become a co-conspirator

2. Safeguard LGBTQ+ people in all contexts
3. Provide a flexible way for people to escape a hostile lab / 

workspace
4. Intervene for the LGBTQ+ person dealing with workplace 

discrimination / microaggressions
5. Support your LGBTQ+ staff when transphobes/homophobes 

aim to dox them/get them fired.

6. Provide new opportunities to offset those inaccessible for out 
LGBTQ people (e.g., campuses in Dubai).

7. Platform LGBTQ+ people in research conferences through 
invited / plenary talks

8. Acknowledge and reward (emotional) work of LGBTQ+ people
9. Consult your LGBTQ+ students

10. Appoint a department liaison (this should not be additional 
work thrown onto your resident LGBTQ+ faculty member(s), 
and not a student too…)

11. Track LGBTQ+ identities when you track other identities
12. Hire LGBTQ+ people in research
13. Allow diverse life experiences for researchers / postgrads
14. Confront problematic colleagues that do not use correct 

pronouns / gossip about LGBTQ+ people’s personal lives

61Adapted from the original list from @TylKelly - https://twitter.com/TyLKelly/status/1364247442078781445

I don’t know what to do → which should I do first?

15. Recruit LGBTQ+ undergrads/postgrads/faculty
16. Make work on EDI a hiring criteria
17. Provide bias training for search committees

18. Care with the “meritocracy” – e.g. evaluate teaching & 
citation metrics with anti-LGBT sentiment as a context.

19. Acknowledge people discriminate against LGBTQ+ people 
citing other reasons for their discrimination

20. Use gender neutral language
21. Pronouns in emails and conference badges
22. Establish how your students want to be identified / their 

pronouns

23. Promote a safe LGBTQ+ experience in the workplace
24. Create safe spaces for LGBTQ people at work
25. Gender Neutral Bathrooms

26. Provide separate housing in conferences for LGBTQ+ people
27. Consider travel issues for LGBTQ+ people, and add LGBTQ+ 

issues to the risk assessment for fieldwork & trips

28. All editors should force their publishers to allow name changes 
for transgendered people

29. Join an Out List as an ally
30. Promote inclusion everyday

But what should I do…?

you don’t have to do ALL of these at once… 
do some, and track progress
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What to do?

• See LGBT in Physical 
Sciences Report:

• https://www.rsc.org/glob
alassets/04-
campaigning-
outreach/campaigning/lg
bt-report/lgbt-
report_web.pdf

62

4 more pages of suggestions….

https://www.rsc.org/globalassets/04-campaigning-outreach/campaigning/lgbt-report/lgbt-report_web.pdf
https://www.rsc.org/globalassets/04-campaigning-outreach/campaigning/lgbt-report/lgbt-report_web.pdf
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As an LGBTQ+ person, I can…
• You have no obligations

• Be yourself

• If you can…

• Be out & be a role model/exemplar

• Share your story

• Advocate & get involved

• You are not the ‘only gay in the village’

• Support each other

• Listen to others

• Consider and support groups (intersectionality)

63
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https://prideinstem.org/product/pride-in-stem-enamel-badge-rainbow-flag/
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65https://twitter.com/edisgroup/status/1100315822826930178

• Need more co-conspirators..

• More allies = good

• Need more people to speak truth to power, exercise social capital 

• Break down current narratives & assumptions:

• Colonialism

• Heteronormative

• Monogamous

• Cis-gendered

• The tapestry of a human being is far more interesting…

… beautiful people can create beautiful things.

https://twitter.com/edisgroup/status/1100315822826930178
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I can ask my organisation to…
• LGBT+ risk assessments

• Improve policies, specifically with respect to LGBT+

• Senior staff to lead by example

• Create professional networks 

• Gender neutral communications

• Trans awareness training

• Stop assuming everyone is straight

• Recruit from LGBT+ community & support LGBTQ+ people

• Diversity training as standard

• Contribute & support local LGBTQ+ community

• Consider within framework of intersectionality

66
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Further resources:

• https://www.iom3.org/iom3-pride

• www.prideinstem.org (see @prideinstem)

• www.houseofstem.org

• http://www.iop.org/policy/diversity/

• IOP LGBT+ Physical Sciences Network

• www.stonewall.org.uk/diversity-champions-programme

• https://www.aps.org/programs/lgbt/index.cfm

• www.tigerinstemm.org

67

https://www.iom3.org/iom3-pride
http://www.prideinstem.org/
http://www.houseofstem.org/
http://www.iop.org/policy/diversity/
http://www.iop.org/policy/diversity/lgbt-network/page_68474.html
http://www.stonewall.org.uk/diversity-champions-programme
https://www.aps.org/programs/lgbt/index.cfm
http://www.tigerinstemm.org/
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Privilege
• “many STEM disciplines remain dominated by, and 

unconsciously biased towards, straight, white, non-disabled, 
middle-class, cis-gendered men” [1]

• You can’t change your past
but can acknowledge it, 
and improve the lives of others

• Recognise, listen and support individuals from 
underrepresented groups

consider power dynamics too

• STEM is not a zero-sum game, 
create space, rebalance power, recognise privilege

[1] Oliver et al. Evidence to the House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee https://bit.ly/2GdXqns 68
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Due to be published in JOM



Get Ready for DMMM4:
Providing novel, actionable, measurable 
approaches and strategies that encompass a 
broad spectrum of human experiences.

Learning Pillars: 
• Inspiring 
• Learning 
• Doing

• Sharing

For Program Outline 
and Updates:

www.tms.org/TMS2022/DMMM4
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http://www.tms.org/TMS2022/DMMM4
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Questions and answers

Via the Q&A tool

71

ALSO feel free to follow up with ideas/comments/other stuff via ben.britton@ubc.ca


